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Abstract

The Quran teaches principles to uphold unity, brotherhood, equality, and freedom. Democracy, although controversial among Muslim intellectuals, values human rights, participation in decision-making, and equality under the law. In Indonesia, democracy is considered a strong basis for society, where the government must obtain the consent of the majority and ensure that the rights of minorities are respected. These principles should be reflected in the form of a state that is in line with the values of the majority of its people and provides space for dissent. This study aims to discover what democracy is in Islam and how democracy is from the perspective of Tafsir Al-Qurthubi and Tafsir Al-Mishbah.

The method used in this research is that this research uses the descriptive method and also uses the maudhu'i interpretation method. The results of this study state that democracy in Islam is taken from Q.S Ali Imran verse 159. In the verse mentioned a fragment of a word also called shu'ara or deliberation which then the word has experienced a development of meaning. The original meaning is bees that drink honey and its meaning after experiencing expansion becomes "everything that can be taken and issued", namely opinions. In the book of Tafsir Al-Qurthubi, the initial part of this verse is interpreted that the Prophet was gentle with those who turned away at the battle of Uhud and was not harsh with them, so Allah explained that he could do that because of His guidance to him. In the book of Tafsir Al-Mishbah, the word syawirhum comes from the word syawara, where the initial meaning of the word is "removing honey from the beehive". Then over time, this meaning developed to include everything that could be taken and issued (including opinions).
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Introduction

The main mission of the Quran in society is to provide rules to uphold principles and reduce all forms of fanaticism from groups and groups. With this equation, fellow members of the community can cooperate even though there are many differences among the community. The differences that exist are not intended to show the superiority of each against the other, but rather to recognize each other and uphold the principles of unity[1], brotherhood, equality, and freedom. One plan that was controversial among Muslim intellectuals at the end of the 20th century was democracy. This is because the word democracy is foreign to Muslims. Of course, this is a problem that has not been resolved until now. Democracy comes from the West, of course, and has a different history and view from the Islamic view which is sourced from the Qur’an and Sunnah. Democracy is often defined by respect for human rights, participation in decision-making, and equal rights before the law[2].

Democracy seeks to equalize the status of citizens under the rule of law. Democracy is a strong basis of life in the heart of Indonesian society[3]. One of the applications of democracy is that the ruling group must get approval from the majority group, and then small groups that differ from the majority are guaranteed their rights in society[4]. The consequence of this principle is that if it is used to form a state, it must reflect what is alive, especially the philosophy of life of most of its people. In addition, these principles also provide living space for groups that have differences of opinion[5].

Method

This research uses a descriptive method and the Maudhu'i interpretation method. The Descriptive Analysis/Literature Review Method and the Tafsir Maudhu'i Method are two different methodological approaches used for a specific type of research. The Descriptive Analysis/Literature Review Method provides a comprehensive overview of the research topic through the collection, analysis and interpretation of relevant literature. The steps involve determining the topic, identifying literature sources, gathering information, structuring the literature review, analyzing, and writing the report[6]. Meanwhile, the Maudhu'i Interpretation Method is a specialized approach to interpreting religious texts, especially the Qur'an[7]. This approach emphasizes the analysis of the meaning of the content and the connection of the text with the historical and social context. The steps involve analyzing language and terms, understanding historical and social contexts, analyzing interrelationships with other contexts[8], and traditional studies, and forming conclusions. References such as the commentaries of Al-Tabarsi and Al-Razi, as well as the book “Tafsir Maudu'i: An
Introduction” by Mustafa, can be an important guide for interpreters and students of religion[9].

Result and Discussion

Definition of Democracy

Democracy originated in ancient Greece in the 5th century BC. The word democracy itself consists of two words, namely, “demos” which means “people” and “Kratos/keratin” which means “government”. So, it can be concluded that democracy is the government of the people or the government of the people. A famous person named Abraham Lincoln simply described democracy in his speech at Gettysburg in 1863, namely, “Democracy is the government of the people, for the people and of the people[10].” A closer look at the statement reveals that the essence of the statement is “government by the people”. Why is that? Because all forms of government come from the people and none of them (the government) comes from non-people[11][12].

Democracy itself provides an understanding that power comes from people. With that understanding, a rule that benefits and protects the rights of the people will be born. For rules that benefit and protect the rights of the people, there needs to be a collective agreement that supports and becomes a basic guide in state life to guarantee and protect the rights of the people. In Islam, democracy is shu'ara which means deliberation[13]. This word has experienced an expansion of meaning. The original meaning was that of bees drinking honey and the meaning after being expanded became “everything that can be taken and issued”, namely opinions. And then it is likened to the person who expresses his opinion like a person who is drinking honey[14][15]. People who are expressing their opinions in the deliberation circle will get or produce something sweet, namely consensus.

Verse About Democracy

Q.S Ali Imran Ayat 159

Q.S Ali Imran Ayat 159:

فَبِمَا رَحۡمَةٖ مِنَ ٱللَّهِ لِِتَ لَهُممۡۖ وَلِاَمَرتَ فَظًّا غَلِيظَ ٱلمقَلمبِ لََنفَضُّواْ مِنم حَوملِكَۡۖ فَٱعمفُ عَنمهُ

Meaning: “So, by the grace of Allah you (Prophet Muhammad) were gentle with them. Had you been harsh and hard-hearted, they would have stayed away from you. Therefore, forgive them, ask forgiveness for them, and consult with them in all
(important) matters. Then, when you have made up your mind, put your trust in Allah. Verily, Allah loves those who put their trust in Him[16].” (Q.S Ali Imran: 159)

Munasabah

This verse is related to verse 160 which reads:

وَعَلَى ٱللَّهِ فَلْيَتَوَكَّلُوا ٱلْمُؤْمِنُونَ

Meaning: “Therefore, let the believers put their trust in Allah alone.” (Q.S Ali Imran: 160)

These two verses are connected because at the end of verse 159, namely in the section "فَإِذَا عَزَممتَ فَتَوَكَّلْهُم عَلََ ٱللَّهِ” Then, when you have made up your mind, put your trust in Allah...” There is an order to surrender to Allah SWT after exerting various efforts, namely deliberation which is then stated more clearly at the end of verse 160, namely, “وَعَلَى ٱللَّهِ فَلْيَتَوَكَّلُوا...” Therefore, let the believers put their trust in Allah alone[17]”. The command to trust is preceded by “determination” so that humans exert all their abilities to achieve their goals. Only after that, they are asked to surrender only to Allah SWT. Because in essence humans are only trying and the matter of determining is the right of Allah SWT[18].

Interpretation Surah Ali-imran On Verse 159

Tafsir Al-Qurthubi

In the book of Tafsir Imam Qurthubi explained “Maa” in the word فيما رحمة من الله لنت ليه a shilah in which there is a taukiid (affirmation) meaning. While according to Ibn Kaisan is maa nakirah which is in majrur position with the cause of 'ba, while رحمة is the badal[19]. The meaning of this verse is that when the Messenger of Allah (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) was gentle with those who turned away in the battle of Uhud and did not be harsh with them, Allah explained that he was able to do that because of His guidance to him[20].

The word “للت” The word “linta” here is taken from the root word al-linta which means “gentle”, as opposed to al-khusyunah or harsh. Originally the word lin was intended for material things, but eventually it was used for material things such as morals. Linta means “you are gentle.” But this second opinion is far from the truth because if that were the case, the context would be fabima, without the alif[21].

then the word of Allah ولو كنت فظاً غليظ ذلقب لانفصلوا من خولك (If you are harsh and hard-hearted, they will distance themselves from you), meaning that if you
speak badly and are harsh with them, they will distance themselves from you and leave you. This is understood from the wordْ لَوِْ (lauw) which is translated as (If). This word is used to describe something conditional[22], but the condition cannot exist[23]. If so, when the verse states that if you are harsh and hard-hearted, they will turn away from you, it means that being harsh and hard-hearted does not exist, and since it does not exist, then of course, they will turn away from you will never happen.

Word غَلهيْظَِ (hard-hearted) is an expression for a face that is always sour, insensitive to any wishes, and lacking in affection[24][25].

Tafsir Al-Misbah (Quraisy Shihab)

Firman Allah فَاعْفُِ (so forgive them, ask forgiveness for them, and deliberate with them in a matter). In Tafsir Al-Mishbah by Quraish Shihab, he explained that the word شَاوهرْهُمِْ He explained that was derived from the word 'syawara' where the initial meaning of the word was “removing honey from the beehive[26]”. Then over time, this meaning developed to include everything that could be taken and issued[27]. Honey is something sweet that is produced by bees. Not only is it sweet, it also serves as medicine as well as a source of health and strength. If those who deliberate are likened to bees, disciplined animals, admirable cooperation, never damage wherever they build nests, that is deliberation and that is the nature of those who do it. So it is no wonder that the Prophet SAW likened a believer to a bee[28][29].

Quraish Shihab also explained in his Tafsir, that the main emphasis of this verse is deliberation. This is due to the events that occurred at the battle of Uhud which as we know that the Muslims suffered defeat. This was preceded by deliberation (war tactics) and approved by the majority[30]. However, as we know, the Muslims were defeated in that battle and this result may lead one to conclude that there should be no deliberation if such deliberation leads to failure. Therefore, this verse is understood as a command to deliberate. Any decision taken through deliberation, if the result is a mistake[31], then the mistake is not as great as the decision taken without deliberation and the truth achieved alone is not better than the truth achieved together[32].

In Tafsir Al-Mishbah, there are three characteristics and attitudes that were ordered to the Prophet SAW when deliberating, namely:

1. Be gentle, not harsh, and not hard-hearted. The clue to this number one is found in the fragment of the verse that readsْ لَوِْ كُنْتَ فَظًّا غَلهيْظَِ which means “If you had been stern and harsh-hearted, they would have stayed away from you[33][34].”
2. Apologize and turn over a new leaf. Clue number two is found in the word فَاعْفُِ عَنْهُمِْ. The word “forgiveness” literally means “to erase”, so forgiving is to erase all wounds in the heart due to words or actions that others have done to us. In the context of deliberation, forgiveness here is done when there is a difference of opinion between us and others or out of other people’s opinions offensive words or speech. If these words are accepted by the heart, in the sense of making us hurt, it will cloud the mind and may cause quarrels[35][36].

3. Putting your trust in Allah SWT after deliberation. This third clue is found in the fragment of the verse that reads فَاهذَا عَزَمْتَِ فَتَوَكَّلِْ عَلَى اللّٰهِ which means “Then, when you have made up your mind, put your trust in Allah”. In this verse, there is a requirement for the field of deliberation, namely in the word في الأمر “in that matter”. In terms of context, this verse is understood that the affairs in question are in matters of warfare. Therefore, some scholars limit that the deliberation ordered to the Prophet SAW is only limited to matters of warfare. However, this view is not in line with what the Prophet practiced and is not in line with many verses of the Qur’an[37][38].

Thus, the field of deliberation is societal issues, such as the understanding of this verse[39]. The companions of the Prophet were well aware of this, they never advised on matters that had received guidance from Allah SWT[40].

Conclusion

In Islam, democracy is also called shu'ara, which means deliberation. This word has experienced an expansion of meaning. The initial meaning is bees drinking honey and the meaning after experiencing expansion becomes “everything that can be taken and issued”, namely opinions. Then it is likened to the person who expresses his opinion to a person who is drinking honey. The person who is expressing his opinion in the circle of deliberation will get or produce something sweet, namely consensus. In Al-Imran verse 159 mentioned that the author mentions two mufassir who explain the verse, namely the interpretation of Al-Qurthubi and Al-Misbah. In the interpretation of Al-Qurthubi, namely in his interpretation he explains more about the personality of the rosul who is always gentle, namely when the Prophet was gentle with those who turned away at the battle of uhud and did not rude to them[43]. But Tafsir Al-Misbah emphasizes more on the sentence of deliberation that in making decisions it is preferable to deliberate because it minimizes failure, compared to making decisions alone.
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